1- Write a label for the following words on the bike picture. Make sure you use a ruler to draw the line. Number each one. Use these words:

   saddle   brakes   handlebar   bell   chain   pedal

Now add two of your own to the picture.

2- Write a sentence underneath the picture for each part explaining what they do. Do it like this: 1 This is the bell. You ring this to warn people you are coming.

3- Now write a paragraph explaining how a bike works. With the title, How a Bike works.
1. Write a label on each part of the bike that is numbered. Using these words:

   saddle  brakes  handlebar  bell  chain  pedal

2. Write a sentence underneath the picture for each part explaining what they do. Do it like this: 4 This is the bell. You ring this to warn people you are coming.

3. Now write a short paragraph explaining how a bike works. Use the words from the picture and also:

   ride, legs, turn, wheels